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Table S1 summarizes the values used for the Abbe-diagram (main document Fig. 2)

    Table S1. Abbe numbers, calculation formula and values

ѵd＝（nd-1）/（nF-nC）

refractive index (@ 25°C) nF (486nm) nd (587,6nm) nC (656nm) Abbe number ѵd

OKP4 1,62 1,60 1,60 29

OKP-1 1,66 1,64 1,63 25

EP-6000 1,65 1,64 1,63 25

EP-8000 1,68 1,66 1,65 21

LQ2647 1,60 1,59 1,58 31

LED2245 1,60 1,58 1,58 32

APEL 5014 1,55 1,54 1,54 70

Zeonex E48R 1,54 1,53 1,53 63

Fig. S1 shows spectra of the polymers complementary to Fig. 4 in the main document.

 
Fig. S1.  Optical properties of PC LED-2245, OKP-4 and EP-6000 before and after UV-A irradiation (0 h, 16 h, 
64 h, 672 h) and OKP-4 before and after storage at 85°C/ 85% r.h. for 300hs.



Fig. 6 in the main document shows extrapolated curves for the contact angle measurements to 
get a rough idea about the activation state in the vacuum (in-situ state directly after the 
treatment). Fig. S2 shows all measured data used for the extrapolation. 

Fig. S2.  Water contact angle extrapolated to time zero for Ar-plasma treatment, 5s, 80 V Bias.

Fig. S3 shows the reflectance spectra of the polymers coated with a 1.2 µm thick AR-hard layer 
system. Because of the similar refractive index of all materials, a similar performance was 
obtained for all different polymers, with a residual average reflectance below 0.5% in the visible 
spectral region (400-700 nm).

Fig. S3.  Measured reflectance of the polymers coated with 1.2µm AR-hard in comparison to 
an uncoated PC reference (dotted line).


